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help hurth transmission problem ericson yachts - help hurth transmission problem i have had a tranny problem arise
and would appreciate any suggestions and thoughts the hurth hbw 10 or maybe it is a 5 starts making a grinding sound
above 1800 rpm s usually run the 5432 2275 the sound is kinda like when a standard auto tranny shift is missed, zf marine
transmission troubleshooting justanswer - zf hurth transmission in my 346 carver knocking sound when idling in gear at
1200 rpms quiet at 3000 rpms same sound and motor starts to lose power my question is could the transmission be causing
the loss of power to the engine or do i have 2 problems i was told by a mechanic the loss of power was probably the fuel
pump, hurth transmission problem sailboatowners com forums - the engine runs fine and i think the clattering vibrating
noises i heard were just the result of the engine being run at a higher rpm without load once the transmission failed the
transmission is a hurth hbw 50 2 1 mounted on a universal m 20 engine looking forward to your responses thanks, hurth
transmission problem cruisers sailing forums - possibly the damper plate springs collapsed free ing up in reverse and
running ok binding in forward and stalling the engine i have the hbw 150 and the gear selection from forward to reverse uses
the full 3 tavel of the cable but will engage the drive mode with 1 of travel either side of transmission lever vertical travel
hope this helps, 630a hurth transmission removal bayliner owners club - 630a hurth transmission removal collapse x
562 16 10 14 2015 06 08 pm my trannys also rattle when gear below 600 700 rpm however i never run that low rpms so
problem solved two c s 1990 3888 my the back of the engine because the motor mounts bolt to part of the flywheel cover
that has to come off then for the transmission, zf hurth transmission problem maintenance tech info - a problem with my
zf hurth this weeend almost lead to a bigger problem on the last run of the day i noticed a delay when shifting into reverse
the throttle would rise before it would shift into reverse i figured the linkage had slipped a little bit as ive had to adjust the
linage in the past, do all hurth transmissions suck need advice on a new - thanks to you three who have posted replies i
took the transmission apart and the problem was a blown tapered bearing see pics it is probably simply due to age of the
transmission i talked with mack boring in new jersey and have ordered a new hurth hbw 100 new damper plate new flex
coupling and new water cooler also asked for a hose, hurth hbw100 problems sailnet community - hurth hbw100
problems hi my hurth gear with 300 hours on it slipped the other day i have a 25hp 2008 universal it slipped when going
from idle forward to 1500 rpm it kicked in with a clunk at the higher rpms assuming i get a new transmission any advice on
how to keep it in good health would be appreciated i don t want to have to, marine transmission service harbor marine transmission service our marine transmission department specializes in sales repair and remanufacturing of velvet drive
borg warner zf marine hurth paragon walters pleasurecraft twin disc volvo penta yanmar and kanzaki transmissions we
stock a wide range of parts as well as complete new and rebuilt transmissions, zf hurth damper clatter - the damper plate
is the likely cause of the annoying gear clatter on the zf hurth transmission especially at idle power on the catalina 34 and 36
and other sailboats, hurth transmission parts basic power industries - hurth transmission parts displaying 1 to 48 of 60
products 1 2 hurzf280adapter adapter ring kit for hurth zf 280 transmission sae 3 overhaul kit for hurth hsw 450a 2
transmission which is also called a zf45a includes gaskets o rings metal clad seals and sealing rings 42 95, marine
transmissions clutch situation yachting magazine - marine transmissions clutch situation ignoring your hardworking and
oft forgotten transmission might leave you spinning your wheels by vincent daniello january 26 2010 read comments more
gear harley davidson s 2 electric concept bikes are ready and riding read more, hurth transmission woes ericson yachts
- my hurth hbw50 slips in forward gear as i have described on other threads in the past i am taking a long time getting it
done but planned to pull the trans replace with the next bigger zf10 i have the boat mostly apart to pull the trans but a
dockside friend with a powerboat he crews on sailboats too so not a bad guy says to try this drain fluid from trans replace
with diesel, hurth marine transmissions basic power industries - hurth marine transmissions displaying 1 to 33 of 33
products hurhsw630a 2 5 1 angle drive transmission hurth left hand input 2 5 1 rebuilt hurth angle drive rebuilt transmission
with left hand input 2 5 1 ratio price is plus freight call 252 504 3355 for proper application and shipping information, zf
marine transmission sales seaboard marine - zf marine transmission sales support home zf marine transmission sales
support when dealing with seaboard marine remember that you are dealing with a company that supports what we sell you
is a listed zf marine factory warranty station and certified zf marine dealer that you can talk to on the phone or visit our
facility
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